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Abstract

This work investigates the suppression of individual harmonics, simultaneously affecting
specific even and odd orders in the high-harmonic spectra generated by strongly tailored,
two-colour, multi-cycle laser pulses in neon. The resulting spectra are systematically studied as
a function of the electric-field shape in a symmetry-broken (ω–2ω) and symmetry-preserved
(ω–3ω) configuration. The peak suppression is reproduced by macroscopic strong-field
approximation calculations and is found to be unique to symmetry-broken fields (ω–2ω).
Additionally, semi-classical calculations further corroborate the observation and reveal their
underlying mechanism, where a nontrivial spectral interference between subsequent
asymmetric half-cycles is found to be responsible for the suppression.
Keywords: high-harmonic generation, two-colour control, strong-field approximation
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

has been through altering the driving laser field. A prominent application of such control is in the production of isolated attosecond pulses by restricting the re-scattering process
within a single half cycle using a gate in intensity [5] or polarization of the driving fields [6]. Other techniques involve mixing with an additional weak laser frequency component or
colour, which perturbs the fundamental laser field to either
modify or probe the highly nonlinear ionization probability,
suppress electron re-scattering by an induced ellipticity of
the laser field, or use phase matching properties unique to
multi-coloured fields [7–11].
In contrast to numerous previous experimental works using
the secondary colour as a weak perturbation, here, we explore
a regime which involves significant modification of the driving electric field structure in a linearly polarized configuration. A strong deviation from the usual sinusoidal shape of the

1. Introduction
High harmonic generation (HHG) using intense laser pulses
has long proven to be an extremely reliable source of highenergy, ultrashort and coherent light radiation ranging from
UV to soft x-ray region [1–3]. As understood by the three-step
model, HHG is a highly nonlinear process, which is strongly
dependent on the electric field shape of the driving laser [4]. As
a consequence, the most common approach to modify or control the temporal structure, spectral density and yield of HHG
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Figure 1. Phase-dependent single harmonic modulation in the HHG spectra generated by a two-colour driving field. (a) Illustration of

waveforms resulting from an ω–2ω field at a phase-delay of 0.4π and 0.9π. (b) The respective HHG spectra obtained experimentally and
from macroscopic SFA calculations. The spectrum obtained from simulations for φ = 0.4π has been magnified in yield by a factor of 3 for
better visibility and comparison. The solid arrow markers indicate two examples of harmonic suppression occurring for an even and odd
harmonic simultaneously. (c) A schematic overview of the experimental setup and beam profiles of each colour at the focus. The HHG
spectra for ω–3ω driving fields are generated in a similar fashion.

laser field leads to significantly altered ionization times, electron trajectories and their recollision kinetic energies. A few
works carried out in a similar regime on two-colour control
have reported various degrees of control over the HHG spectrum. The synthesis of a fundamental with its strong second
harmonic component was shown to produce a strong cutoff
energy oscillation [12, 13] and an overall shift of central energy
of the HHG spectrum as a function of the waveform [14]. The
overall shift in HHG spectral density was shown to be further enhanced under certain conditions, resembling a swallowtail caustic within a parameter space of relative field strength,
phase-delay of the two-colour driver, and photon energy [15].
Theoretical works have explored two-colour HHG numerically
and analytically over a large range of parameters, and different parent atoms [16, 17]. Additionally, others have reported
on the effect of unconventional non-gaussian temporal pulse
envelopes [18] and the role of atomic Coulomb potential on
the spectral density brought about by two-colour HHG [19].
Such control has already found applications in high-harmonic
spectroscopy to probe multi-electron effects in noble gases
[20, 21].
The current report builds on the existing literature and
investigates suppression of individual harmonics in HHG
driven by an ω–2ω field, where simultaneous suppression of
odd and even order harmonics are observed. Generally, only
even harmonics are suppressed in a single colour driver, while
none are suppressed in ω–2ω drivers as shown in the literature
for weakly perturbing two-colour pulses [7, 22]. The behaviour
of this unique suppression is studied as a function of the driving
waveform controlled by the relative phase-delay. The resulting

spectra are then reproduced with strong-field approximation
(SFA) calculations including macroscopic and propagation
effects. The degree of agreement between experiment and SFA
calculations is quantitatively extracted using a fitting procedure. Furthermore, intuitive semi-classical calculations qualitatively reproduce the suppression, and hint at interference
effects between harmonic emission from subsequent laser halfcycles. The experiment and calculations are repeated for an
ω–3ω configuration, given its difference in subsequent halfcycle symmetry. Finally, a detailed semi-classical analysis of
spectral modulations obtained in each half-cycle of ω–2ω
and ω–3ω configurations are used to identify the mechanism responsible for the observed peak suppression in the
former.
2. Methods
2.1. Experiment

The driving laser pulses used here were centered at 780 nm
with a duration of 25 fs, generated by a commercial titanium sapphire laser (Femtopower Compact Pro HR, Spectra
Physics) mixed with its second harmonic at 390 nm or third
harmonic at 260 nm as illustrated for the former in figure 1(a).
Waveform-control is achieved by delaying an arm in a threecolour, three-arm Mach–Zehnder interferometer. A detailed
description of the multi-harmonic generator, interferometer
and the laser source can be found in reference [23]. The setup
used in this work has been modified to improve its interferometric stability by significantly reducing the path-length of
each arm. The recorded spectra are continuously scanned over
2
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a delay of 4 fs around the peak intensity of the two laser pulses.
The duration of the scan is restricted to five minutes to prevent
significant averaging over slow drifts in the interferometer. The
mirrors after the interferometer have been custom coated to
maximize the reflection of all three colours. The maximum
pulse energies obtained right before the experimental chamber were 265 µJ (ω), 65 µJ (2ω) and 35 µJ (3ω) with on-target
focal spot sizes (2w0 ) of 59 µm, 39 µm, and 35 µm, respectively. Unlike other studies involving non-collinear multicolour interferometers using irises to reduce power, the interferometer arms use a combination of a half-wave plate and a
polarizer (for ω), and alignment of the respective BBO (βbarium borate) crystal (for 2ω and 3ω) to control the power.
This technique preserves the real-space overlap and respective
focal spot sizes, leading to an accurate estimation of intensity
(on target) and the relative field strength of the two colours.
The maximum possible shift in spectrum introduced by the
misaligned BBO to attenuate the intensity by a factor of ten,
was calculated using the package Lab2 [24]. A maximum deviation of 10 nm and 5 nm is obtained for 2ω and 3ω, respectively. Theoretical semi-classical calculations (as described
in section 2.2) reveal negligible effects on the two colour
HHG spectrum. Here, the target is a laser-drilled 1.5 mm
thick stainless-steel gas cell filled with neon, followed by
a thin metallic (aluminium) filter to block the driving laser
pulses. The filtered XUV beam is then incident onto a commercial flat-field XUV spectrometer (McPherson Model 248/310)
which records the spectrum (figure 1(b)) as a function of delay
between two colours as shown in figure 1(c).

and a dipole component from SFA calculations. After traversing through the gas target, the XUV is numerically propagated
to the far-field until it reaches the distance at which the spectrometer is placed (see figure 1(c)). A slight cropping of the
XUV beam at the entrance of the spectrometer slit in the vertical direction in the experiment is also accounted for, as the
two-colour phase-dependent (φ) divergence of the XUV beam
profile leads to a slightly modified spectral modulation with φ
[31]. Finally, an additional transmission function for a partially
oxidized aluminium filter is applied to the HHG spectrum for
a more realistic calculation of spectral density, as used in the
experiment [32]. Further details on macroscopic aspects of the
simulation can be found in reference [27].
To intuitively understand the physics involved, semiclassical calculations are performed in addition, using the
three-step model in a two-colour field [4]. The harmonic emissions from two subsequent half-cycles are separately calculated in the time domain as an analogy to the dipole response in
SFA calculations [25, 33]. A Fourier transform of the temporal
response provides the energy spectrum along with its spectral phase, which is essential for obtaining the harmonic peaks
and other modulations in spectra from the coherent addition
of emission from multiple half-cycles. The simplified temporal response
q for each half-cycle burst can be expressed as:
1

B j ~ S(tB ,tR )
d(tR ) = W(tB ) dt
, where tB and tR are the elecdtR e
tron birth- and recollision-times respectively, obtained by
classically propagating
the electron trajectories in the laser
Rt
field. S(tB , tR ) = tBR EKE (t) dt + IP (tR − tB ), is the classically
acquired phase by the electron through its excursion and
eventual recollision, W(tr ) is the Ammosov–Delone–Krainov
(ADK) tunnelling rate [34, 35], IP is the ionization potential
of the parent atom, and EKE (t) is the instantaneous kinetic
energy of the electron in the two-colour laser field. Such a
semi-classical approach tends to predominantly favour longtrajectories over short, in contrast to experimental conditions
where long-trajectories suffer from intensity averaged dephasing leading to inaccurate estimation of the correct HHG rate
[36, 37]. However, they are still very useful for qualitatively
probing the contribution of each half-cycle to the HHG spectra
[12–14].

2.2. Calculation

The tailored pulses used in the experiments are defined as
E(t) = Genv (t) · 1E+0R (cos(ωt) + R cos(Nω + φ)), where R =
ENω
signifies the strength of a two-colour combination and
Eω
thereby the degree of waveform modification. N = 2 and 3
for an ω–2ω and ω–3ω configuration respectively, φ is the
phase-delay introduced by the interferometer between the two
colours, Genv is the temporal pulse envelope, and E0 is the peak
field strength of the tailored pulse.
The experiments are first reproduced theoretically with SFA
simulations, where the time-dependent dipole response of an
atom is calculated from an analytic description [25]. Saturation of the ground state is also taken into account [26].
Along with a single-atom response, macroscopic propagation
effects in the generating medium are included in the simulation (considering cylindrical symmetry) for accurate reproduction of experimental conditions. The infrared driver (PIR )
and the generated XUV pulses (PXUV ) in the medium are
propagated using a first-order propagation equation in comoving coordinates at vacuum speed of light, having the form
ic
iω
∂z EIR/XUV = − 2ω
∆⊥ EIR/XUV − 2cǫ
PIR/XUV , where z is the
0
propagation direction [27, 28]. Here, PIR = PIR,lin + PKerr +
Pplasma. PIR includes linear effects, such as absorption and linear refraction, and nonlinear effects include spectral blue shifting, defocusing due to plasma formation [29] and lensing, and
self-phase modulation due to the Kerr effect [30]. Similarly,
PXUV = PXUV,lin + Pdipole , comprising of the linear response

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Harmonic suppression in symmetry-broken fields
(ω–2ω)

The suppression of individual harmonics in the two-colour
(ω–2ω) HHG spectra beyond 60 eV, as shown in figure 1(b),
is the focus of this work. Typically, the spectrum from a single colour laser pulse should exhibit a plateau of harmonic
combs followed by an exponential drop-off in yield near the
cut-off [5]. The rising yield of HHG with energy observed in
figure 1(b), is characteristic of the XUV transmission function of a thin aluminium filter, followed by a sharp cutoff near
its absorption edge around 73 eV. The other prominent feature is the difference in spectral density of two complementary
waveforms where φ = 0.4π and 0.9π. The variation of spectral
3
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Figure 2. Modulation of HHG spectra as a function of relative phase-delay in symmetry-broken two-colour laser fields (ω–2ω).
(a) Experimentally measured HHG spectra as a function of phase-delay and XUV energy. (b) Macroscopic SFA calculations for R = 0.23
and I = 3 · 1014 Wcm−2 . The data in (a) and (b) are both normalized to their respective global maxima. (c) Comparison of
harmonic-dependent HHG yield-modulation-phase (parameter φ1 (Ω) from fit function as described in the text) in the experimental and
calculated HHG spectra. (d) Comparison of the corresponding amplitude (parameter A(Ω)), as generated by the fitting procedure from the
normalized values in (a) and (b).

of phase-delays (0 < φ < 2π), which covers all the unique
waveforms of an ω–2ω field for fixed R. The resulting spectra are all shown together in a false-colour plot (figure 2(a)).
The continuous scan over φ in figure 2(a) also shows the transition between 0.4π and 0.9π, where a gradual increase or
decrease in contrast of certain harmonics is visible beyond 60
eV. The supplementary information in reference [15] shows
phase plots obtained under similar experimental conditions
but their limited resolution makes it hard to infer such features. The theoretically predicted two-colour HHG rates in
reference [17] strongly resemble the data presented here. A
strong nontrivial interference pattern leading to suppression
of individual harmonics is also visible, however, the mechanisms responsible are not discussed in detail. Our experimental
results are further reproduced using macroscopic SFA calculations as described in section 2.2 using similar experimental
parameters and shown in figure 2(b) for R = 0.23. The phase
(φ) axis in the experimental plot has been readjusted to match
the simulation due to the absence of any absolute waveform
detection in the experiment. A clear modulation in single harmonics also appears here and at the same energies and relative
phase (φ) as observed in the experiment.
The degree of correlation between the experiment
(figure 2(a)) and macroscopic SFA calculations (figure 2(b))
is quantitatively determined using a fitting procedure. The
modulation in yield for each individual harmonic as a function
of phase-delay (φ) between the colours is fit to a Fourier series
of the following form:

density with φ simultaneously over multiple harmonics, causing a forked-like structure near the cutoff, has been observed
in earlier works [12, 14, 15]. It has been attributed to the modification of recolliding electron trajectories and their kinetic
energies, which can also lead to significant enhancement in
the spectrum well below the classical cutoff, resembling swallowtail caustics for R larger than 0.44 [15]. The overall change
of spectral density in two-colour HHG has also been discussed
in reference [14], while a strong modulation of the harmonic
cutoff energies has been shown in reference [12]. The suppression of individual harmonics, however, remained unexplored
in previous experimental works, and is a novelty of this report.
The choice of φ = 0.4π in figure 1 corresponds to a waveform where the harmonic emission rate is very similar in
the subsequent half-cycles, also leading to the strongest peak
suppression behaviour. The complementary configuration of
φ = 0.9π corresponds to a waveform with highly suppressed
harmonic emission rate from alternate half-cycles, also corresponding to the experimental spectrum with the least peak
suppression as illustrated in figure 1(b). Normally, one would
intuitively expect these conditions to occur at φ = 0.5π (and
π), where the ionization probability (ADK) is indeed equal
(and alternating) in magnitude for the subsequent half-cycles,
however, the ionization probability density also shifts in time.
This leads to electrons with the same recollision kinetic energy
in the subsequent half-cycles to experience different regions of
the probability density function, resulting in unequal (and not
fully alternating) electron recollision rates, as shown theoretically in reference [17].
The behaviour of harmonic suppression is further investigated by recording the experimental HHG spectra over a set

f fit (φ, Ω) = A(Ω) cos(φ + φ1 (Ω))
+ B(Ω) cos(2φ + φ2 (Ω)) + C(Ω).
4
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The function captures the complete φ and Ω (harmonic frequency) dependent HHG spectra and converges well with
negligible error. The first term maps the single prominent modulation below 55 eV, and then continuing further after a phase
jump for higher energies. The second term, with twice the periodicity resolves the prominent forked structure, which appears
beyond 55 eV as seen in figures 2(a) and (b). Although it is necessary to use the two terms for a converging fit, the coefficients
of the first term are found enough for a quantitative comparison of experiment and theory. A(Ω) signifies the magnitude
of the fundamental modulation component as extracted from
the normalized spectra in figures 2(a) and (b). Similarly, B(Ω)
indicates the magnitude of the second oscillation component
which plays a role in fitting the modulations around 55 eV,
while C(Ω) is a DC offset to account for the non-modulating
part of the signal. The coefficients B(Ω) and C(Ω) are nonzero and obtain approximate maximum values of 0.1 and 0.5,
respectively, at the harmonics around 54 eV. Although essential for the fit, one of the amplitude coefficients is found to
be enough for a quantitative correlation between the experiment and SFA calculations. The phase offset terms φ1 (Ω)
and φ2 (Ω) signify the phase drift of the respective oscillation components. In particular, φ1 (Ω) is found to be a useful
parameter, which accurately maps the gradual phase shift of
the fundamental oscillation component in the experiment and
calculated data (see figure 2(c)). A small change in the peakintensity or R of the calculated HHG spectra results in large
observable shifts in φ1 (Ω), serving as a sensitive correlation
marker.
A direct comparison with their coefficients in figures 2(c)
and (d) quantitatively exhibit good correlation. As compared to
φ1 (Ω), a larger deviation is observed in A(Ω). Given the complex balance of phase-matching parameters playing a role in
macroscopic build-up of the HHG in the gas medium, small
deviations in the theoretical modelling could lead to large differences in the calculated spectral density [36]. The slight
difference observed in φ1 (Ω) near 35 eV is due to the secondorder diffraction of the same spectrum from the spectrometer
grating overlapping onto the first. A peak detection algorithm
is used to restrict the fitting only to the harmonics for correct
unwrapping of the phases (φ1 (Ω)) extracted from each. Beyond
65 eV, the peak detection scheme for the simulated spectra
fails to obtain a fit given the low signal in this region. The
increasing deviation in yield (also evident in A(Ω)) between
the experiment and calculations near the cutoff energy remains
an open question. The exact pressure at the gas target is hard
to determine accurately in the experiment, which could result
in inaccurate phase-matching conditions in the simulations for
a certain spectral region.
The good quantitative correlation between experiment and
theory lets us accurately fix critical parameters like intensity, relative field strength of the two colour configuration (R),
and absolute phase φ. These parameters are further used in
semi-classical calculations to intuitively understand the mechanisms responsible for the rich interference features observed
at certain values of φ (see figure 3). They also provide an
insight into the general structure of the pattern intuitively,
where re-colliding electrons form two distinct plateaus and

two cutoff structures arising from two subsequent half-cycles
of the laser field as shown in figures 3(a) and (b) as a
fork shaped structure. However, close to φ = 0.4π and 1.4π,
the additional modulation pattern disappears in figure 3(b),
which shows calculations for only emission from negative
half-cycles. This hints at an inter-half-cycle interference at
play. The time-energy structure of the classical electron recollisions for two complementary phase-delays (φ) are shown
in figures 3(c) and (d), which in case of φ = 0.4 highlights
the comparable ionization rate of harmonic emission (recolliding electrons) from subsequent half-cycles. However, the
time-energy structure of the recolliding electrons, including
the cutoff, is significantly different. In comparison, at φ =
0.9, the harmonic emission is largely restricted to a single
half-cycle.
3.2. Harmonic suppression in symmetry-preserving fields
(ω–3ω)

To further investigate the role of interference from two subsequent half-cycles, the experiment and calculations were
repeated for symmetry-preserving (ω–3ω) driving fields for
similar intensity and R values. The resulting spectra, shown
in figure 4(a), exhibit far less features as compared to the
ω–2ω case. The macroscopic SFA calculations shown in
figure 4(b) reveal a similar pattern. The reduced contrast
between figures 4(a) and (b) can be attributed to larger interferometer drifts between 0 < φ < 2π for smaller wavelengths.
As discussed earlier, the fitting procedure is also employed
here to judge the degree of correlation between experiment
and theory (see figure 4(c)). The phase coefficients (φ1 (Ω)) are
well reproduced beyond 50 eV. In contrast to ω–2ω fields,
here, the recolliding electron trajectories and their respective
ionization rates vary identically with φ in the subsequent halfcycles. It leads to a strong suppression of HHG over large values of φ (in between π and π/2 as seen in figures 4(a), (b) and
(d)). In case of other values of φ, the identical contributions
constructively add up having a higher ionization rate without any visible individual harmonic suppression. The semiclassical calculation in figure 4(d), however, shows strong periodic modulation and harmonic suppression between 40 eV
and 60 eV around φ = 1.5π, which are absent in the experimental and SFA spectra. This modulation resembles intracycle, long-short trajectory interference as shown later quantitatively. The intra-cycle interference features observed for
ω–2ω fields in figures 3(a) and (b)) are also absent in the
respective experimental and SFA spectra in figure 2 for ω–2ω
fields. This can be attributed to stronger dephasing of longtrajectories as compared to the short ones when averaged over
varying intensities in the focal volume [36, 37]. The absence of
additional intricate interference features in the semi-classical
spectra from symmetric fields in figure 4(d), as compared to
the ones observed at φ = 0.4π, 1.4π from asymmetric fields,
further hints at inter-half-cycle interference at play.
3.3. Semi-classical interpretation of harmonic suppression

Apart from the realistic harmonic spectra shown in figures 3
and 4(d), the semi-classical calculations provide deeper insight
5
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Figure 3. Semi-classical HHG rate for two-colour symmetry-breaking fields (ω–2ω). (a) Harmonic emission calculated from classically
recolliding electrons as a function of φ from two subsequent half-cycles, coherently added over three complete laser cycles. (b) Harmonic
emission exclusively from negative half-cycles, coherently added over three complete laser cycles. (c), (d) Analytically calculated
time-dependent electron recollision energies as a function of their time of birth (Birth T) and their time of recollision (Rec. T) in 1.5 laser
cycles. Also shown are the respective ionization rate (ADK) and electric field shape for a phase-delay of φ = 0.4π (c) and φ = 0.9π (d). The
energy axis has been normalized to the ponderomotive energy (Up ), while the ionization rate has been normalized to the highest among all
values of φ. The negative values on the y-axis have been used only to decouple the emission directions.

into the source of harmonic peak suppression. The modulations in harmonic spectra are investigated by selectively choosing the spectrum generated by each half-cycle followed by
their coherent addition. In figure 5(a), the different half-cycle
spectra from an ω–2ω combination are shown for φ = 0.4π.
This φ corresponds to the spectrum where strong harmonic
peak suppression is observed in the experiment and macroscopic SFA calculations (see figure 1(b)). The subsequent
half-cycles of the resulting ω–2ω waveform exhibit similar
electron recombination rates, as evident from the height of the
curves labelled T/2+ and T/2− , where T corresponds to one
laser cycle of the IR (ω). The modulations in the curves arise
from long-short trajectory interference within each respective
half-cycle. A difference in periodicity is observed in T/2+ as
compared to T/2− arising from different electric field shapes
(see figure 3), which result in altered energy and phase of the
recombining electron trajectories in the subsequent half-cycles
(see figure 5(a)). The spectrum T is obtained from a coherent
sum of T/2+ and T/2− (with a significant spectral phase difference), the subsequent half-cycles, resulting in strong spectral
modulation and suppression of odd and even order harmonics.
Finally, the realistic photon-energy spaced harmonic spectrum
3T is produced by the coherent addition of spectrum T over
three laser cycles. Looking back at spectrum T again, we notice
that this curve defines an envelope governing the suppression

of harmonic order in spectrum 3T. This appears from the spectral phase difference (∆ϕ(Ω)) of T/2+ and T/2− (also shown
in figure 5(a)), which leads to a suppression of odd harmonics when ∆ϕ(Ω) = 0 and suppression of even harmonics when
∆ϕ(Ω) = π. These conditions can also be derived from the frequency comb expression of the spectra in question. The envelope or low frequency modulation of spectrum T arises from
the amplitude modulations in T/2+ and T/2− . This highlights
the role of intra-half-cycle and inter-half-cycle interference as
the source of strong individual harmonic suppression. However, as discussed earlier, the experiments and realistic SFA
calculations, involving intensity averaging over the laser focal
volume suppress long-trajectory contributions [36, 37]. This
reduces the contribution of intra-half-cycle interference. Thus,
inter-half-cycle interference is considered responsible for the
prominent peak suppression and seemingly aperiodic modulation near φ = 0.4π, 1.4π for an ω–2ω driver. The spectra
for all values of φ (see figure 3) are in good qualitative agreement with experimental observations. Given the simplicity of
our semi-classical calculations, a quantitative agreement with
the experiment is not expected. This is primarily due to a
large expected deviation in the proportion of long and short
trajectories within each half-cycle.
Similarly, figure 5(b) illustrates the semi-classically calculated half-cycle spectra, driven by ω–3ω at φ = 1.5. This
6
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Figure 4. Phase-dependent HHG spectra in symmetry-preserving ω–3ω driving fields. (a) Experimentally obtained spectra. (b)

Macroscopic SFA calculations for R = 0.23 and I = 3 · 1014 Wcm−2 . (c) Comparison of φ1 (Ω) between experiment and macroscopic SFA
calculations. (d) Semi-classical calculations including harmonic emission from two subsequent half-cycles coherently added over three
complete laser cycles. Unlike in figure 2, the HHG yields in (a) and (b) are plotted on a linear scale as they produce better visibility of
phase-dependent features.

Figure 5. Semi-classical analysis of subsequent half-cycle contributions to spectral modulation in two-colour HHG. The spectra and
spectral phase differences are obtained for (a) asymmetric half-cycles (ω–2ω), where φ = 0.4π and (b) symmetric half-cycles (ω–3ω),
where φ = 1.5π. The calculations here use the same intensity and R values as in figures (3) and (4). The spectra shown here arise from
coherent addition of all recombining electron trajectories within the positive half-cycle (T/2+ ), negative half-cycle (T/2− ), one cycle (T),
and three cycles (3T) where T represents a cycle of the fundamental field (ω). 3T and T are normalized to their own respective maxima, while
the other two are normalized to T/2− (and scaled by a factor 0.5) to maintain their relative yield. The spectral phase difference (∆ϕ(Ω)) is
calculated between T/2− and T/2+ . A negative yield is used to decouple the emission directions.

particular value of φ has been chosen as it corresponds to the
appearance of strong modulation in the harmonic spectrum as
observed in figure 4(d). Given the symmetry of subsequent
half-cycles, the spectra T/2+ and T/2− have exactly identical
yield and intra-cycle interference pattern arising from long and
short trajectory contributions. The coherent addition of T/2+
and T/2− results in spectrum T, which exhibits an envelope
with the same periodicity as observed from each half-cycle.

Given the identical energy and constant spectral phase difference (∆ϕ(Ω) = π) of recombining electron trajectories in the
two half-cycles, their coherent addition only leads to suppression of even harmonics, unlike in ω–2ω fields. The realistic
sharp harmonic peaks are produced by the coherent addition
of three full cycles and represented by 3T (in red). The low
frequency modulation of T arises from the modulating amplitudes of T/2+ and T/2−. Thus, intra-half-cycle interference
7
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is responsible for the modulation observed in figure 4(d) at
φ = 1.5π. As a consequence, the absence of this modulation
in the intensity (in the focal volume) averaged experiment and
realistic SFA spectra are expected as discussed earlier. The disappearance of the intra-half-cycle modulation is also observed
in figure 4(d), where φ is close to 0 or 2π. This occurs due
to a strong suppression of short, and enhancement of long
trajectories by the window of ionization-rate (ADK) in time,
which shifts to earlier electron birth-times. Thus, a symmetric
two-colour field (as shown here for ω–3ω fields) is unable
to support the nontrivial interference pattern obtained in a
symmetry-broken field (as shown for ω–2ω fields).
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4. Conclusion

ORCID iDs

We observed the suppression of individual harmonics of both
orders (odd and even) in the HHG spectra generated by twocolour symmetry-broken (ω–2ω) laser fields in neon, and
demonstrated precise control over this peak-suppression contrast through a phase-delay (φ) between the driving colours.
The complete phase (φ) dependent behaviour was well reproduced using macroscopic SFA calculations including propagation effects, and an intuitive semi-classical analysis of emission bursts from each half-cycle. The investigations revealed
a nontrivial interference pattern to be responsible for the
peak suppression at certain energies, which arise from strong
spectral phase mismatch between bursts from subsequent
half-cycles for symmetry-broken laser fields (ω–2ω). The
symmetry requirement was further verified using symmetrypreserving (ω–3ω) fields where the interference pattern leading to harmonic peak suppression was absent.
This study highlights the role of symmetry, and inter-halfcycle interference in two-colour HHG, where the ratio of their
central wavelengths turns out to be an important parameter
in addition to intensity, R, and φ. Other schemes using non
commensurate combination in this regime would be an interesting extension to this study. Additionally, a stronger value
of R leads to the coalescence of more that two trajectories
within a single half-cycle [15] and their subsequent interference with neighbouring half-cycles is another interesting
exploration direction. Given its contribution to the harmonic
phase, a change in the parent atom could also lead to largely
modified interference envelope as already seen in theoretical
predictions [17].
The demonstrated additional control parameter of halfcycle asymmetry will eventually be useful in optimising waveforms to generate a desired spectral modulation as have been
performed for optimizing yield and cutoff energies [13, 38,
39]. It is expected to greatly benefit applications demanding
further tunability of HHG, like in molecular spectroscopy or
measurement of atomic transition lines with XUV frequency
combs [40, 41].
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